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"The people in the wealthier
countries are consuming much
more protein than they need,"
he continued. A large part of the
increased protein consumption
in rich nations has come from an
increase in the amount of animal
protein.

Brown explained that, be-
cause animals are inefficient in
converting vegetable protein into
animal protein, "the production
of meat, milk, and eggs requires
the use of large amounts of grain
as animal feed." As a result, "it
requires a ton of grain per year
for the diet of the average Amer-
ican. Only 150 pounds of this
are consumed directly. In con-
trast, the average person in the
poor nations of the world con-
sumes only 400 pounds of grain
per year - about one fifth of the
American average. Almost all of
the 400 pounds is consumed
directly," Brown noted, since

the poor cannot afford the lux-
ury of beef.

According to Brown, "the US
is the world's leading importer
of beef. American per capita
consumption of beef, which was
55 pounds in 1940, was 116
pounds in 1972." Much of the
beef produced by developing
countries is exported to the US,
because Americans can afford to
pay- more for the beef than the
local people can. The market for
America's food exports, Brown
continued, is now dominated by
other industrialized countries
such as the USSR and Japan.

Urban, discussing the role of
rapid population growth in the
food crisis, commented that
"Five to ten years ago, there was
a great sense of optimism that
the 'green revolution' would
solve our food supply problem.
However, population growth has
cancelled the gains that the
green revolution brought."

The green revolution, a result
of new plant hybrids and new
agricultural techniques, brought
about spectacular increases in
cereal grain yields in many devel-
oping countries. An unexpected
consequence of the green revol-
ution, however, was to shift agri-
cultural resources from legume
production to more profitable-
cereal production. This shift,
said Urban, has aggravated the
protein shortage in the poor
nations. ' 

According- to Urban, rapid
population growth is a recent
phenomenon. Urban remarked,

(Please turn 'to page 7)

By Greg Saltzman
"The present worldwide food

shortage is not a temporary
problem. It's something much
more serious than that," said Dr.
Lester Brown of the Overseas
Development Council. In the
US, he noted, this problem is
manifested by rising food prices;
in West Africa, by famine.

Brown, Associate Professor of
Management Glen Urban, and
Professor Nevin Scrimshaw, head
of the Department of Nutrition
and Food Science, addressed the
problem of "Policy Responses to
World Food Scarcity" in the
spring's first Karl Taylor Comp-
ton lecture.

Although the world food sup-
ply generally has been increas-
ing, demand is increasing also.
"In addition to the traditional
increase in demand caused by
population growth," Brown said,
"rising affluence is beginning to
have an impact."

Dr. Lester Browrn of the Overseas Development Council.
Photo by Kevin Miller

million/yr
The extent of the search is

indicative of the crucial impor-
tance of this position. MIT's
Environmental Engineer will be
responsible for all efforts to cut
energy use (and the attendant
costs) throughout the MIT
physical plant. "We feel it is
possible to save a million dollars
a year," says Shepherd, "AWith-
out interfering with the normal

(Please tumr to page 6)

mnay save
By Bert Halstead

MIT will soon be choosing
the first person to fill the newly
created ,post of Environmental
Engineer.

Thomas E. Shepherd, MIT
superintendent of utilities, de-
clined to set a target date for the
appointment to be announced,
but stated that "we're coming
down to the wire."

The search for an environ-
mental engineer to work at the
Institute started in'earnest last
August. Applications were slow
coming in, despite an intensive
publicity campaign. As late as
last month, inquiries were still
being received in response to
articles in Technology Reviews,
publicity in The New York
Times, advertisements in Spokes-
woman and Ms magazines,
among others, and letters to
many universities and profes-
sional societies, including the
Society of Women Engineers (as
part of MIT's Affirmative Action
Plan). Altogether, there are now
30-35 applicants for the job, a
number with which Mr. Michael
Parr, the personnel officer in
charge of the matter, feels he
can work. Although the appli-
cants come from diverse back-
grounds, none of them are
women.

By Jules Mollere
Clarence G. Williams, Assis-

tant Dean of the Graduate
School for Minority Affairs, has
been recently appointed Special
Assistant to the President and
Chancellor for Minority Affairs.
-ilams says that he sees his job
as "trying to encourage people
at the Institute to utilize means
that will promote positive racial
action on all levels."

"I intend to go to students,
faculty, administrators and em-
ployees to see what each has to
say. This is the only way to do
my job as they are the ones who
will be affected by any deci-
sions."

Williams said that these dis-
cussions would help him to
assess "what is being done here
and what direction minority af-
fairs should take," He said that
he would then advise the Presi-
dent and Chancellor accordingly.
Concerning other offices that
involve minority affairs such as
the 'interphase' program and fi-
nancial aid, Williams said he
would use "persuasion." "In
areas that involve minority af-
fairs I would try to encourage,
help and influence these of-
fices."

Williams stated that his func-
tion as MIT representative and
spokesman to minority commu-
nities outside MIT would "call
for a different approach."

(Please turn to page 2)

By Howard D. Sitzer
Administrators at MIT are

continually considering the
adoption of a year-round
academic calendar patterned
after a plan presently in
operation at Dartmouth College.
Discussions commenced in 1972
on offering courses and
innovative educational activities
during the summer months.

There are numerous benefits
to such a program which are
being evaluated against the
administrative and social costs.
A major calendar change might
facilitate major course revisions
in such areas as curricular reform
and degree requirements. As an
increasing number of students
are graduating in less than four

full academic years, the program
might enhance the development
of a three-year bachelor's degree.

The full-year calendar might
also enable students to receive
more enriching summer
experiences than the ones they
now have. "Some faculty feel
that the time spent away from
the Institute by many under-
graduates is not as rewarding in
the total educational sense as it
could be if they continued at
MIT," according to a report by
Kenneth R. Wadleigh.

Financially, students could
potentially increase their life's
income by entering graduate
schools and theJob market one
one year earlier. The Year-round
operations would simulate the

"real-life" employment situa-
tion, and increase the matura-
tion rate in undergraduates.

There would be efforts to
coordinate the twelve-month
session with undergraduate coop
erative programs and the exten-
sion of UROP opportunities on
and off campus. Exchanges with
other universities would be en-
couraged as well as a staggered
admissions process for freshmen.

(Please turn to page 5)

Draper Laboratories, divested
by MIT eight months ago, has
announced plans to relocate its
research facilities into a 6.2 acre
site in Technology Square.

Construction will start this
spring on a complex of low-rise
buildings and landscaped plazas
which will serve as the head-
quarters for the Laboratory.
Occupancy of the Tech Square
complex is expected late in
1975.

The announcement was made
jointly Tuesday by MIT Vice
President for Research Albert G.
Hill, who is also Chairman of the
Board of Directors of Draper
Laboratory, and President Gerald
W. Blakeley of Cabot, Cabot and
Forbes, the .original developers
of the Tech Square project.
Cabot, Cabot and Forbes will be
constructing the new Draper
complex.

The new headquarters will,
according to Hill, help the
Laboratories overcome serious
operational problems caused by
their current location in twelve

different buildings scattered
throughout Cambridge. Another
factor behind the move, MIT
officials noted, was that many of
these buildings, some of which
are owned by MIT, are "pretty
grim" - overcrowded and struc-
turally unsound.

MIT officials indicated to The
Tech earlier this week that the
relocation of Draper had been
considered for some time, but
that the particular solution
chosen -- the move to Tech
Square - had only been discus-
sed in the last few months. They
stressed that the rmove.was main-
ly a relocation, and did not
involve substantial expansion of
the Laboratory facilities.

"Smart money" stays
Reaction from Cambridge

officials to the announcement
has generally been favorable.
City Manager John H. Concoran,
addressing a press conference
shortly after the announcement
Tuesday, noted that "It 'has

{Please turn to page 3)
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The new Tech Square location of the Charles Stark Draper- aboratories, Inc.
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Draper to move activities
-to new Tech Square HQ
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4-6 week bicycling, camping
trips for 14:-17 years olds
through the countrysides of

-,the world. Leaders- must be
- single- and age. 21'or : o lder .

Information from Students
Hosteling Program 'of New
England; Maple Hill, Roches-

-ter_ Vermont- 0.5767. Phone
:802-767-3297:

according
(Continued from page 1)

"I'm naturally very interes
in knowing what concerns ti
people but my major respons
lity would be-to tell, them.w
the Institute-is all- a-beut ,' 

As speciai assistant for min
ity affairs Williams will also
an ex-officio member of M]
Personal Policy and Equal
portunity Committees and
the Faculty and Administrat
councils. Before accepting
new job Williams had'
worked with these committ
as such. However Williams sta
that he had either heard of
knew "practically everyone
these committees" and has r
with each (committee,) at le
once since taking office.-

Willimas also hopes to act
"a point of appeal" for for]
and informal complaints-
concerns. He said this she

,include not only minority m4
bers but anyone with a ca
plaint or problem involving
norities. He stressed howe
that this should be thought: o
a "tfinfal appeal."'

"I can't handle every li
detail," Williams -said, "as-
never have time for anyth
else. However if anyone can't
a problem: hearr'`t.hZ y'ca'n
ways brihg-it to me:"' :;
__n - -
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BALLROOM DANCE
Old Fashoned Ballroom Dancing

in a Ballroomn Atmosphere

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16 8 pm
Sala de Puerto Rico, Student Center

- SEMI FORMAL (Coat and Tie}
--
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Tickets available at Ashdown desk
or at the door

An Even to Reember
Sponsored by Ashdown Social Committee

By Storm Kauffman

* RCA has created a new chemical
compound which could increase a
hundredfold the speed of data
readout of the bubble memories
being developed for use in infor-
mation processing systems. Bubble
memories made with bismuth
thulium garnet can be read out with
low-power light, and this optical
readout permits higher speed of data
retrieval and increased efficiency in
information storage over previous
systems. The bubble memory is an
integrated circuit-like device of gar-
net material in which data is stored as
tiny magnetic cylinders or "bubbles."
It should replace the magnetic disk
and drum presently used. Until now,
high-powered light' sources such as
gas lasers were required for optical
readout, so non-optical approaches
were utilized. These techniques are
not only slow but also reduce the
inherent data storage capacity by up
to 25%. But the new compound
permits the employment of light
sources as low-powered as light-
emitting diodes. This is possible be-
cause the reaction occurs ten times
more readily than with present
memories.

A bubble device consists of a thin
film of magnetic garnet epitaxially
grown on a non-magnetic garnet sub-
strate. When surrounded by the
proper magnetic fields, the garnet'
film sustains stable, extremely small'
areas of reversed magnetization,

Complai nts

referred to as domains.. Although
these domains appear as bubbles
when viewed under polarized light,
they actually are cylinders that can
be moved electronically at high speed
along predetermined paths past a
sensing device. The presence of a
bubble represents a one, or on bit. To
be sensed by present magneto-
resistive techniques, the 6 micron
bubbles must be enlarged 100 times,
a requirement that ties up much of
the memory area with sensing. RCA
engineers have utilized Faraday
rotation (an effect which converts
domains to a visual pattern under
polarized light) to detect the
presence of a bubble. Bismuth
thulium based garnet was found to
have a large Faraday rotation and
very good techniques permitted the
growth of thin films, in which the
bubbles can be detected by low-
power, IC compatible diodes. Higher
detector density will also permit
faster readout.

* HEWLETT-PACKARD has an-
nounced the production of the HP-65
billed as "the first pocket sized calcu-
lator to provide full programming
capability for electrical engineers,
laboratory technicians, and university
and industrial researchers ... " The
HP-65, which can perform essentially
all of the functions of the HP-45,
enables users to write and edit their
own programs and to use prerecorded
programs developed by HP. The pro-
grams, which are stored on magnetic

wve1cmomed,,

cards, can be edited piecemeal and
can be erased when no longer needed;
The user enters the program using the
calculator's keyboard, and one pro-
gram containing up to 100 steps (or
several programs totaling 100 steps)
can be recorded on one card. Branch-
ing, logic comparisons, and condi-
tional skips can be used. HP will be
developing a library of prerecorded
programs for purchase by HP-65
owners. The calculator will cost
$795.

A report by economists Jerolyn
Lyle and Jane Ross has found that
industrial firms with the largest num-
bers of employees and the highest
levels of assets practice less educa-
tional discrimination toward women
than do smaller, financially weaker
firms. In the book Wonmern in Indus-
try: Employmenrt Pattems of Women
in Corporate America, Ross and Lyle
reveal that one problem that inhibits
the entry of more women into man-
agement positions is employee resis-
ance to female supervision. The
study recommends that both a
change of attitudes and policy are in
order: "We must reevaluate the way
in which we educate young women
and the occupations we encourage
them to enter."

Professor Paula- Harper of Stanford University told a group of MIT
people last week about the power of posters in politics. Her. lecture
was part of a Symposium on Art and Architecture in the Service of
Politics. Her topic was "Votes for Women? A graphic Episode in the
Battle of the Sexes." Photo by'David Relman

ALIYA MONTH ,
to be noted by student gathering

Aliya means living in Israel!
THE TIME IS NOW!

Noted Rabbi Henry F. Skirball,
who himself made Aliya from

-the U.'S., will address students.
Wfiere: Tzavta

Camb..Jewish Community Cti.
298 Harvard St., Cambridge

When: Wednesday, February 20
Time: 8:30.pm,, 

You ;owe it to yourself
to at least listen!!

I

LIBBY'S RESTAURANT
836 Beacon Street

GOOD FOOD * -* * * GOOD PRICES
LOCATED IN KENMORESQUARE

n SP SIP glgloto Williams
Williams said that he will not

;ted remain in the Graduate School
iese and that he expects someone
;ibi- else to be appointed to his old
tiat position. He emphasized that

this would not limit his involve-
nor° ment "across-the entire segment--'
be of the Institute.'.'

J.JLEADERS: NEEDED

ADMISSION $1 REFRESHMENTS
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aware of the differences between
the two wastebaskets they see,"
Doan said. "The recyclable
materials get contaminated."

Another problem, Doan said,
is that one of the students that
did the original work developing
the recycling plan, Fred Gross
'73, has graduated, and no other
students have taken over the
operation or improvement of the
plan. Lack of a group taking
interest in the plan has led to
ignorance about its existence
and misuse of the facilities pro-
vided for it.

The recycling plan drawn up
by Gross and Donald Whiston, a
former Physical Plant supervisor
since retired, was designed to get
around many of the problems
associated with previous pro-
grams. Source separation by the
secretary or office workerfwOuld*;
eliminate later separation of con-'
taminated garbage; separate
dumpsters were to be used for
the reusable and non-reusable
materials, and Physical Plant
employees would make pick-up
on alternate nights.

However, the dumpsters that
were designated for recyclable
materials often have trash
thrown in them by people who
do not realize what their inten-
ded use is. Fire laws also regulate
the collection of the paper and
other recyclable materials in
public places, such as the Build-
ing 7 lobby, due to the safety
hazards involved.

Physical Plant hopes to resus-
citate the plan both for econom-
ical and ecological reasons,
according to Doan. "In all hon-
esty," he added, "in the future
businesses not unlike MIT will
have to recycle, so I see nothing
the matter with getting started
now."

I

L

Lab mnove to Tech
(Continued from pag 1) space in Camb

often been said... that the share of the p
'smart money has been going out March of 1971
of Cambridge.' It seems to me Draper
now that perhaps we have been wholly-owned
able, and will continue to be Institute unti
able, to reverse this trend." when it was

Driper's move to Tech from MIT and
Square, which will double the separate corpc
office and laboratory footage in divestment w
the area, will "add significantly students durinl
to the Cambridge tax base and of 1969-70, dL
to annual tax revenues," accord- the research th
ing to Blakeley. The decision to doing for the
remain in Cambridge, rather ment.
than relocate outside the city,
will also result in the retention
of almost 2,000 jobs in this area.
Concoran noted that the Draper
move "will not provide any sub-
stantial number of new jobs at
this time," but added that it
meant the, "saving" of jobs
which "we have come precari-
ously close to losing altogether." pt

President Jerome B. Wiesner, m
in a statement released with the so
announcement, expressed "great
pleasure and delight" at the re-
location, and noted that "This fc
move is bound to keep close tie pc
future relationships between the
Laboratory and the Institute and
enhance our joint educational c]
and research activities." ar

MIT is closely related to both
Tech Square and Draper Labor-
atories historically. Tech Square j
was originally developed jointly
by the Institute and Cabot,
Cabot and Forbes (thirteen years
ago) as a means of increasing
commercial office and research

(9 B$4"P I
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Police Blotter is a coImpilation
C0 'llll1lit!V.

prepared by Camipus Patrol to report crimes occuring in thie 1M IT

By Dave Danford
The political situation in the

Middle East has been tense since
October's Yom Kippur war.
However, a State Department
official said earlier this week
that "we now have the best
opportunity for a just and last-
ing peace in the Middle East
since 1948."

Speaking at a political science
seminar, Deputy Public Affairs
Advisor Wilbur Wright elabora-
ted on the reasons for a hopeful
outlook, pointing out that there
are a number of differences be-
tween the present situation and
previous postwar periods.

"The differences focus pri-
marily on Israeli demands,"
Wright began, citing several pe-,
rennial demands which no longer
loom as insurmountable obsta-
cles to peacemaking. In particu-
lar, he mentioned that the issue
of Arab recognition of Israel has
become less important now that
talks are proceeding.

Further, Israel's demand for a
non-aggression treaty may, in
Wright's view, be unimportant if
progress along other lines is
made. We might have such a
treaty in fact and not in words,
Wright proposed.

In the context of recent
events, he said that Israel's past
demands for defensible borders
are difficult to interpret. "only
good neighbors make defensible
boundaries," Wright commen-
ted.

On the Arab side, Wright
noted the presence of a confi-
dence and dignity missing after
the wars of 1948, 1956, and
1967. "The world of psychology
seems to be much more impor-
tant to the people in the Middle
East than we might feel," he
explained. "Both sides are vic-
tilms of the same psychological
problems."

It is important for peace,
Wright stressed, not to be im-
posed by one side upon the
other.

Wright, from his viewpoint in
the Bureau for Near Eastern and
South Asian Affairs, described
the American position in the
Middle East: "Our ambition is to
contribute toward a friendly
relationship between Israel and
her neighbors." Reiterating the
positive outlook he carried
throughout the seminar, Wright
said; "I've seen miracles before,
and all parties to the situation
believe in miracles."

2/1/74
Malicious damage to four motor
vehicles parked in the Tang Hall
Parking area. The reports re-
ceived were that a window had
been smashed on all four cars.
No sign that entry into the cars
had been made nor was anything
missing from the vehicles.

2/4/74
Larceny of two wall clocks from
Rooms 10-800 and 10-407, both
valued at $50.00. Complainants
report that clocks were stolen
sometime between' February 1st
and 4th, 1 74.

2/5/74 - 12:1 Oam
Larceny under $100.00. Stolen
from the East Lounge at Student
Center during "Rock Revival
Dance:" one brown leather
jacket, one gray coat with white
painted sleeves.

2/6/74 - IO:00am
Patrol reports the recovery of a
stolen motor vehicle in the
Albany Garage. Investigation
revealed vehicle was stolen in
Cambridge on February 5th,
1974. 

2/6/74
Larceny of a pocket calculator
from Bldg. 26. Calculator was
mounted on wall of an inner
office by means of a security
cradle. A bolt cutter or other
cutting device was used. No sign
of forced entry. Value $295.00.

2/9/74
Larceny of a tool box contain-
ing an assortment of' tools, val-
ued at $50.00, from a car parked
in the Albany Garage. Glove
compartment contents strewn a-
bout car. Theft occurred some-
time between 1:00am and
9:50pm this date.

219/74
Larceny of a typewriter from
Bldg. E10, theft occurred some-

TENNIS FOR TWO
$2.00 per Person

it a friend with a few hundred

tennis balls. Great fun, great ex-
ercise, great practice.

THE TENNIS RANGE

100 Mass. Ave.(corner Newbury)

Auditorium subway stop

247-3051

time between 7:30pm, 2/8/74
and 10:45am, 2/9/74. No sign of
forced entry. Numerous other
valuables in area not disturbed.

2/11/74
Larceny of a table from Room
10-500. Theft occurred some-
time between February 8th and
February 1 lth, 1974. This table
is dark brown and weighs about
200 pounds.

2/12/74
Attempted larceny of a motor
vehicle from the East Garage on
February 12th, 1974. Patrol
found a broken off antenna pro-
truding from car window.

By Charlie Shooshan
Recycling of paper and other

materials at the Institute, long
advocated by groups ranging
from student ecologists to ad-
ministrators, has suffered an-
other set-back with the failure of
a plan for separation and reuse
of office paper established over a
year ago.

The plan, based on a study
done in 1972 by students and
implemented in November of
that year by Physical Plant, de-
pends on "source separation" by
office workers of recyclable and
n o n-recyclable materials. A
special waste basket was placed
in many administrative and aca-
demic offices, so materials that
were recyclable could be pro-
cessed without costly separation.

Turnover in secretarial posi-
tions and lack of a central group
to work on the plan are causes
for its failure, according to Man-
ager of Building Services Ted
Dean, Jr., of Physical Plant.
"Secretaries come in and aren't

Sqe
ridge; MIT sold its
roject to CC&F in

Laboratory was a
subsidiary of the

1 July 1, 1973,
officially divested
d established as a
orate entity. The
is urged by MIT
g anti-war protests
ue to the nature of
hat the Labs were
e federal govern-
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CIVIL SERBVICE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20415

MidEast situation best
since 1948, says Wright

Recyciing efforts failing
due to sponsorship lack

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER

Draper, Cabot announce
Army ROTC

Upperclassmen
and

Graduate Students

May now apply for the

TWO-YEAR ROTC PROGRAM
For details, inquire at 20E-126

or call 3-4471

In energy fields, communications, highway safety, consumer
rotection, exploring inner and outer space, defense, environ-
ent....Federal agencies have been given responsibility for
ome of the most important work being done today.

Some of their jobs are unique, with projects and facilities
)und nowhere else. All are challenging and offer excellent
otential for advancement. Good people are in demand.

Our nationwide network can get your name referred to agen-
ies in every part of the country. Chances are some of them
re doing things you'd like to do.

Write to: Engineering Recruitment, Room 6A1 
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Inpeachm ent: slow b ut steady-
By Norman D. Sandler

Last, week the House of Representa-
tives voted overwhelmingly to give the
House Judiciary Committee broad,
sweeping powers of investigation. for its
inquiry into the 'impeachment of Presi-
dent Nixon.

The week before the floor vote on the
resolution (which met with opposition
from only four representatives) the com-
mittee had met in its first public session
to discuss the impeachment of the Presi-
dent.

In a packed committee room in the
Rayburn Office Building, chairman Peter
W. Rodino, Jr., D-N.J., read the commit-
tee's chare. "The Committee on the
Judiciary," he announced, "is authorized
and directed to investigate fully and
completely whether sufficient grounds
exist for the House of Representatives to
exercise its constitutional power to im-
peach Richard M. Nixon, President of the
United States of America."

The public reading of the resolution
was quite dramatic. As Rodino went on,
the only other sounds in the committee
room were the television cameras, set up
to record the historic reading. (Later,
Rodino was to inform Rep. John
Conyers, Jr.,' D-Mich., that no stenog-
raphers had been hired by the committee
to make transcripts of the meetins, even
though it was only the second time in the
history of the Republic that the House
had decided to `'exercise its constitu-
tional power" to impeach a president.)

During the three hour discussions on
the subpoena powers resolution, Rodino
and committee Democrats resisted Re-
publican attempts to place a deadline on
their inquiry into whether sufficient
grounds exist to impeach Nixon.

A number of Republicans -led by
Rep. Robert McClory, R-Ill. - wanted
the committee to decide by April 30
whether formal articles of impeachment
would be returned against Nixon. How-
ever, through a series of votes decided
strictly along partisan lines,,all atemt
to limit 'the 'committee's .powerwere ".
defeated. , ,,;* :

The subpoena authority contafined in
the resolution was badly needed by the
committee. According to committee staff
members, the major questions which
committee counsel have had to deal with
are not ones of evidence critical to the
investigation. Rather it is the basic deter-
mination of what constitutes an impeach-
able offense.

Both majority counsel John Doar and
minority counsel Albert Jenner have been
grappling with this issue for more than
two months, and a decision should be
made by next week. Doar and Jenner are
expected to report to the committee next
Wednesday to present their recommenda-
tions on impeachable offenses. Then, the
staff will begin its extensive review of
previous investigations into Watergate and
related matters, and begin to gather its
own evidence - armed with the strong
subpoena power backing of the House.

Rodino believes the committee now
possesses the power to obtain any evi-
dence it deems necessary to its inquiry
currently in the possession of any federal
officer - including the President himself.
Those are strong, direct terms, but the
powerful judiciary committee chairman
hasn't said what would happen in the
event a subpoena issued to the President
is r efused .And, if the mentality of the
White House legal staff is similar to that
relayed by Nixon Press Secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler, that event is a certainty.

The day following the judiciary com-
mittee meeting, Ziegler blew up at re-
porters during the daily briefing at the
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White House, announcing he, like the
President, had had enough of Watergate
and would not answer any further ques-
tions concerning tapes, subpoenas or
resignations.

Ziegler also would not spell out the
extent to which Nixon intends to "co-
operate" with the Judiciary committee.
In his State of the Union message he
promised cooperation, but with broad
qualifications.

Senate Minority Leader Hugh Scott,
R-Pa, said at the White House that he
was confident' ":relevant' material'should
and Will be made' available" by the-White
House. However, the committee's sub-
poena resolution contained no require-
ments of relevance, and it appears the
President's legal staff and GOP leaders
will negotiate with committee counsel
over what material the committee should
be supplied.

Members of the Committee believe
their investigation cannot be crippled by
an obstinate White House. Rep. Edward
Mezvinsky, D-Ia., said prior to the meet-
ing on subpoena authority that the com-
mittee wanted braod powers to "avoid
court action" in defining its precise
powers. The subpoena power, he told The
Tech, would allow the committee to
obtain any information it needed assum-
ing, of course, that the parties involved -
particularly the President - cooperate.

However, the freshman Democrat did
not believe Nixon could hold up the
inquiry. Asked what would happen if
Nixon flatly refused to honor the com-
mittee's requests 'for information, Mezvin-
sky stated; "if he doesn't comply with
the subpoena, we'll hold him in con-
tempt."

Interestingly, a new horizon for the
impeachment inquiry could open if the
President is cited for contempt of Con-
gress. That in itself, according to Mezvin-
sky, could possibly be an impeachable
offense, although final determination is
left to the House.

To the. casual onlooker, it would ap-
pear that the impeachment of Richard M.
Nixon, "President of the United States of
America," for high crimes and mis-
demeanors, is well on its way. Not true.
Even when basic constitutional issues are
resolved, the staff will be bogged down in
searching through thousands of pages of
evidence from other investigations, in
order to begin its own.

The staff will wade through volumes
of material accumulated by the Senate
Watergate Committee and other cong-
ressional committees and subcommittees
that have been looking into the Watergate
break-in, illegal campaign contributions,
Nixon's personal finances and the Presi-
dent's misuse of governmental agencies
under his control. All of these issues
could be regarded as impeachable of-
fenses, and the judiciary -committee can-
not merely single out several prominent
allegations to investigate. Rather, it has
the responsibility to examine all existing
evidence, in addition to running its own
investigation, gathering its own evidence
and calling its own witnesses. This is a
lengthy process, and one which is not
likely to be completed by the end of
April.

In the meantime, Rodino is proving
himself to be a strong committee chair-
man, handling a politically explosive issue
in what he likes to term "a spirit of
bipartisanship."

However, Rodino is under a great deal
of external pressure from colleagues as
well as adversaries. The Democratic lead-
ership wants to insure that the committee
has a strong case against Nixon when the
articles of impeachment are referred to
the entire house.

The chairman is also under attack
from some conservative members of the
House for running a partisan assault on
the White House. So, Rodino must be
certain the committee's work appears to
be done on a bepartisan level. If it takes
on an atmosphere of Democratic ven-
geance there is no way impeachment
would get past the House.

A third, more "sinister" force may
also be at work on Rodino - that
pressure being directed from "up the
street" at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Like so many other New Jersey poli-
ticians, Rodino has been linked with
organized crime in and around Newark.
The questions concerning his past con-
nections have not been publicly raised
since last year, when he took charge of
the impeachment inquiry. That, however,
does not mean that should the committee
probe too deep into Nixon's affairs there
would not be an effort to publicly dis-
credit Rodino to slow the impeachment
process.

The Tech has learned that the Internal
Revenue Service has conducted a secret
audit of Rodino's federal income tax
returns, although it is not known whether
the audit uncovered any information that
might be used prejudicially against the
judiciary committee chairman. IRS of-
ficials will not comment on the story.
However, sources close to the committee
have said Rodino is not yielding to any
pressure to slow or stall the committee's
work.

THE WIZSARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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i <Case of Insomnia-

Science: The Selling'
of the Future

By Storm Kauffman
One axiom that has become increas-

ingly prevalent during the reign of the
Nixon administration is that science must,
justify continued funding with immedi-
ately applicable or forseeable results. Pure
research has suffered from this govern-
mental -'~nd, in general, pulicdesire for
concrete accomplishments of provable
value. The error of. following the path of
quick returns is great - it attacks the
basis on which future discoveries will.
have to be made.

A concrete example of this trend was
the extensive backing given to cancer
work a couple of years ago. Cancer is the
"in" disease; in other words, it is the
medical area in which the public feels it
has the most to gain. The decision to
support such work against this serious
health problem is to be prasied. However,
when that support comes only at the

.expense of equally important -but less
popular- programs, the policy must be
questioned.

We have fallen into an almost per-
petual state of crisis. We totter from one
imminent disaster to another (from the
crisis of overpopulation to the crisis of
environmental degradation to the crisis of
insufficient energy . . .), never seeming to
recognize the causitive factors early
enough to prevent the evolving crisis
situation and never completely solving
the problem before the next crisis over-
takes us. And, even. if forseen, future
catastrophes would have to wait in turn
for solutions, the disaster of the day
taking precedence.

The point that I am trying to develop
is that these monumental bursts of frantic
activity are wasteful and rarely satis-
factory. Research applications work is, by
definition, directed at the current prob-
lem. On the other hand, the importance
of pure research is in laying the founda-
tion on which the solutions of future
crises may be laid. A backlog of formerly
unrelated, and possibly unusable, data
can mean that science will not have to
start from scratch and, thereforeyshould
be able to produce a more satisfying
answer in less time. If speed is of the
essence in prevention of a catastrophe, a
headstart should be reassuring.

Looking at our latest crash program,
Project Independence, one should readily
see the importance of pure research.
While immediate programs were backed,
those of less obvious payoffs suffered
from neglect. If research into solar, tidal,
and geothermal power has been pursued
more avidly in the past, it would not now
be necessary to scramble like mad to get
them going. If coal gasification and liq-
uification has not been viewed as a
curiousity, viable technology might
already be available. Pure research, by
which I mean work that promises no
immediate payoff, can by its very nature
proceed more slowly and orderly than a
crash search for applications. And the
discoveries will be available when needed
to provide the basis for continued work.

People at MIT hardly need to be
reminded of the value of research. How-
ever, they should realize that a majority
of the public probably does not share a
similar attitude. MIT faculty and gradu-
ates - and the Institute itself- as leaders
in science, education, and industry, must
play a leading role in convincing the
majority of the need for work which
produces no apparent immediate results.
Like a Savings Bond, science must be sold
to the people with the promise of assured
returns to come. Scientists must sell their
product with all the energy expended by
an ad agency peddling a deodorant. After
all, where would the deodorant industry
be without all that pioneering work by
chemists?
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Year-rrounz2 cd calendar considered
* The political science department
is sponsoring a WASHINGTON IN-
TERNSHIP program for students
who want in government-related
work this summer. The department
has a limited amount of financial
support for this work, and students
who wish to be considered for such
funding should apply to Professor
Jeffrey Pressman, E53-421, x3-2449.
Assistance can be provided for those
students who need help finding a
summer position, and applications
are due March 15.
* MIGRAINE: If you have diag-
nosed migraine headaches 2 or more
times a month, or if you have severe
migraine attacks at least once a
month, and would like to participate
in a program at the MIT Clinic to test
a promising non-drug treatment for
migraine, call the MIT Migraine Con-
trol Program, x3-2916.

* Nominations for the Goodwin
Medalist are now being accepted by
the Dean of the Graduate School.
Please submit the names of any can-
didates to Dean Irwin W. Sizer,
Room 3-136, before Monday, April
1, 1974. Nominations may be made
by any student or faculty member
and submitted through the Read of
the nominee's department, the
Undergraduate Association, or the
Graduate Student Council. The
Goodwin Medal is awarded in recog-
nition of conspicuously effective
teaching by a graduate student whojs
either a Teaching Assistant or an
Instructor. Further information may
be obtained by calling extension
3-4869.

(Continued from page 1)
Finally, undergraduates will be
able to enter the employment
market during the fall, winter
and spring seasons when better
jobs might be available.

Wasleigh states in the report
that "it is conceivable that the
style and format of additional
time spent at the institute each
calendar year could be quite
different than the "regular
terms."

Costs May Be High
An ipcrease in the faculty,

facilitated by the extended pro-
gram, could also result in an
increase in undergraduate admis-
sions. With the decline in applic-
ations over recent years, a larger
admissions rate may reduce the
quality of the student body.

An accelerated three-year
program has disadvantages in
that it would quash any oppor-
tunity for student psychological
and physical release from Insti-
tute pressures. This may serve to
exacerbate student identity
crises by further insulating the
student from the outside world
during his tenure at MIT. In
addition, it would re-enforce
MIT's think-tank-factory image
through the publicizing of three-
year degrees.

Administrative problems are
likely for the flexibility of
course offerings. It would be
costly to offer specialized, small
enrollment subjects more ,than
once each year. Student schedul-
ing would be limited to specific
semesters, which would not nec-
essarily coincide with their per-
sonal on-campus programs. In
subjects in which enrollment is
large, were offered continuously,
the faculty would have little
time for evaluation and revision.

Many students might resent
the year-round schedule as an
impingement on their summer
vacation time. The summer term
could prevent them from pursu-
ing high school friendships with
students attending other shcools
as well as spending time with
their families.

The Institute may not be
physically equipped to convert
to summer operations. Many res-
idences and older academic
buildings are particularly uncom-
fortable. Under the present ener-
gy constraints, it may by finan-
cially prohibitive to install an air
conditioning system.

While efforts are being made
to disseminate information on
the twelve-month calendar to
faculty members and solicit

views-from the MIT community,
the administration is investi-
gating various aspects of the
school's present summer opera-
tions. Although there are few
regular subject offerings, about

60% of the graduate students are
enrolled for the summer term.
Most faculty also devote a large
portion of their summer work to
Institute-related matters.

Now is your chance to b4
involved in this exciting

WTBS- broacdcast journalism
music, a

The Tech -journalism and phot
WTBS -- 50-030, x3-4000 The Tech - W20-4

ENTERTAINMENTNIGHTLYI Featuring JIM ROSKOFF
XI and

A GIRL NAMED SAM
684 Massachusetts Ave. - Camrbridge, MA 8
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* The Department of Music and the
Fromm Music Foundation at Harvard
present COMPOSERS STRING
QUARTET, Sunday, February 24,
8:30pm, Sanders Theatre. Free and
open to the public.

20% - 50% OFF ON 'ALL
STEREO EQUIPMENT. Stereo
Components, Compacts, and
TV's. All new, in factory sealed
cartons, 100% guaranteed. All
major brands available. Call Mike
anytime. 891-6871.

I've been typing Masters and
Ph.D's . Full Time
for 4 years (and still love it!) I'd
be happy to help you. (IBM
Correcting Selectric) 894-3406
(Weston).

LIFE BEFORE BIRTH, LIFE
ON EARTH, LIFE AFTER
DEATH. A scientific method
how you can acquire occult
knowledge without drugs! Dr.
RUDOLF STEINER'S works
condensed. $3. WORLDVIEW
PRESS, Box 15-M, Fort Lee, NJ
07204.

MIDDLE EAST RESTAURANI
Tasty, original, home style cook-
ing. Exotic, flavorful, middle
east dishes. In Central Square.
Open 11:30-2 for lunch, 5-10
for dinner (to 9 on Sunday)-
Brookline St. Cambridge, MA.
Call 354-8238.

PRIMAL FEELING PROCESS.
Based on orimal theory. Oregon
Feeling Center, 680 Linicoln,
Eugene, Or. 97401. (503)
726-7221.

EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA,-
Travel discounts year round.
Int'l Student Travel Center, 739
Boylston St-Suite 113, Boston,
MA. (617) 267-1122.

And we can offer outstanding
career opportunities in Engineering,
Programming or Marketing.

We will be interviewing at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
on February 26, 1974.

To find out about IBM and let us
find out about you, sign up for an
interview at the Placement Office or
write to: Mr. Roger E Williams,
College Relations Manager,
IBM Corporation, Old Orchard Rd.,
Armonk, N.Y. 10504.

An equal opportunity employer
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CAMPUS CUE
590 Commionwealth Ave.,

Boston
20 minutes from Harvard Square

by MTA
. (1st stop after Kenmore Square)

POCKET BILLIARDS
and

PIN BALL MACHIINES

"Great for a Date"
The Historic oLD VILNA SHUL

16 Phillips St., Beacon Hill, Boston
invites the Jewish students to our Traditional

Orthodox Services.
FRIDAY: Sundown SABBATH: 9 am

followed by a delicious Kiddush
YES - -- - -- - iii --WE CAN !

YES WCE CAN!I
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INTERACTIVE LECTURES
Ten in all, by Morrison, Lettvin, Sagan, Wood, Margulis, and Siever.
With numerous answers to interesting questions. May be heard any
time at Polaroid, 740 Main St. For further info, please call Karen
Houston at 864-6000, ext. 2800.

51 Mass. Ave., Boston
FOR DELIVERIES OR FAST PICKUP
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isfied either of two major goals:
to cut deaths and to cut costs.
For example, Cox's project has
been computer analysis of elec-
trocardiograms (ECGs) to find
ventricular fibrillations and
other problems requiring quick
attention. Trained nurses and
doctors. can easily detect these
problems, with however the haz-
ard of boredom and sloppy per-
formances attendant upon
watching an oscilloscope for
long periods of time. Computer
analyses, however, are less than
40% accurate. Monitoring of
ECGs by first computers and
then cardiologists have doubled
.the number of ECGs the cardiol-
ogist can read, without a mea-
sureable difference in mortality,
but with an increase in cost.

By Stephen Blatt
Large government expendi-

tures and an emphasis on devel-
oping technology led to what is
now referred to as the "military
industrial complex."

However, Washington Univer-
sity's Jerome R. Cox, Jr. '47,
said Wednesday that the same
thing has not happened to the
medical industry.

"The United States does not
have a medical-industrial com-
plex," said Cox, who is director
of the Biomedical Computer
Laboratory at the St. Louis
school.

Cox, noting that the medical
and military professions have the
same goal, "to stamp out death
by natural causes," listed several
reasons for the absence of a
medical-industrial. complex par-
alleling the military-industrial
complex. He claimed that dis-
couragement by the US Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
W efare of industry involvement,
decentralization in the Federal
government and mutual suspi-
cion between industry and medi-
cine have stifled the growth of a
medical-industrial complex.

The individualized nature of
medicine has also hindered the

-- development of such a complex,
according to Cox. He explained
that while military decisions are
"made in the halls of Congress,"

News Analysis
D-Labs move to Tach S;

medical decisions are-generally
made on a much smaller scale,
by physicians and patients all
over the country, and indepen-
dent of one another.

However, Cox suggests that
these obstacles "could be over-
come by a medical-industrial
complex worth its salt and a few
gigadollars."

Cox received his BS, MS, and
ScD from MIT in electrical engi-
neering, and soon combined
medicine and EE. in 1964, he
was appointed Director of the
newly formed Biomedical Com-
puter Laboratory at Washington
University. His current work is
the design and application of
small computer systems for use
in clinical medicine.

"Twenty years ago, it was a
rare and foreign experience for
an engineer like myself to be
involved in medicine," Cox said.
"But the present size of the
military-industrial complex
makes one wonder what would
have happened if physics and
engineering had been turned
with equal vigor to medical
problems over the past thirty
years.'

"A gap exists between expec-
tation and performance" in bio-
medical engineering, according
to Cox. Technology has not sat-Jerome R. Cox, Jr.
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(Continued from page 1)
life of the Institute," This posi-
tion will therefore have enor-
mous leverage on the MIT bud-
get, which will more than offset
his lucrative salary.

Thle first steps have been
taken, Shepherd explained, to
institute energy-conserving prac-
tices, but now procedures need
to be established to follow up on
these initiatives, and ensure that
MIT does not slide back into the
energy lethargy that prevailed
when energy was cheap and easy
to get. Already the job of super-
vising and keeping statistics
about these policies is taking a
significant fraction of -the time
of a ten-man committee consti-
tuted to deal with the emergen-
cy. The new engineer will as-
sume this organizational burden
and let the others get back to
their jobs.

The decision to hire an envi-
ronmental engineer was made
last summer, when the contribu-
tions he could make to holding
down energy costs were recog-
nized, but before the current
ienergy crisis" could be accu-
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~, the 5 oncept that operational
$ ~ weapons system development

belonged on campus. Recently it
was shown (The Tech, February)n 5) that growing inability of MIT
to manage so large an interprise

:risis, how- as Draper was another major
it a novel factor, if not the major factor, in
of a grant the decision to split the labs off
ic Founda- from the university.
;er's salary. If the former is true, close
Fures that ties are inappropriate. If the

who will latter, in light of recent state-
liars a year ments, divestment means little,

:o donating and the issues of war research at
ear to the the University remain unre-
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(Continued from page 1)
"Even as late as the 1930's or
early 1940's, there was no popu-
lation explosion problem in the
developing countries. It was the
importation of technology to
reduce the death rate that
caused the explosive growth."

Urban noted that past family
planning efforts, whether they
have been based on merely pro-
viding information, exhortations
in the mass media, or even cash
incentives, have been largely
unsuccessful. Scrimshaw explain-
ed, "Family planning programs
will have hard going as long as
there is a high death rate." Par-
ents in the developing countries,
he added, often have large fam-
ilies to insure that they will be
supported in their old age.

Urban then said, "The ques-
tion, however, is not whether
population growth will be con-
trolled, but how it will be con-
trolled. It now looks like massive
starvation will be the means."

To prevent such a situation,
Urban suggested a huge increase
in money spent on family plan-
ning programs, more research on
contraceptive technology, and
improvements in the manage-
ment of efforts to limit popula-
tion growth. He-added that, if
the US is called upon to make
large transfers of food to the
developing nations, then "it
might be self-defeating to make
these transfers without requiring
as a condition that more effort
be devoted to birth control pro-
grams."

More serious than energy

Scrimshaw noted that "the
consequences of a food shortage
are more serious than those of
an energy shortage." In addition
to the problem of outright star-
vation, there are the secondary
impacts of malnutrition.

Poor nutrition, said
Scrimshaw, "means a poor start
to life. Malnutrition among
young children now means the
mental and physical impairment
of the generation upon whom
the developing nations must

*depend in the 1990's.
"When 80% of the income of

people in developing countries is
spent on food, what does that
mean when the price of food
doubles?" Scrimshaw asked.

Scrimshaw commented that
there is a cyclical drought in
North America every 20 years.
There was a drought in the
1950's and the "dust bowl"
drought in the 1930's.

"With much of the world
dependent upon North America
for food," Scrimshaw continued,
i"what is going to happen when
that drought recurs?"

Brown noted that the world's
main "cushion" against a disas-
ter in food was the US grain
stockpiles and the idle US crop-
land. "The US has virtually no
stockpile left," he said, "and
most of the US reserves of idle
cropland were put into use ei-
ther last year or this year."

Before 1950, most of the
increase in food production

came from the use of new land,
according to Brown, "Now,
however, most good land is al-
ready in production, and in-
creases in food output must
come from more intensive use of
the existing cropland."

Brown said that much of the
land in other countries may soon
be rendered useless for agricul-
tural purposes. In Africa, "the
Sahara is spreading southward,
causing massive hunger." In
Asia, "the pervasive deforesta-
tion of the Indian subcontinent
will lead to serious problems in
flood' control." Brown said that
more needed to be done to
"develop the unrealized poten-
tial of cropland in developing
countries."

The energy crisis has also
aggravated the food problem. In
addition to the problem of fuel
shortages, said Brown, "fertilizer
production has been significant-
ly reduced, and the developing
countries can't get the fertilizer

they need. Because of this, their
crop harvest this year will prob-
ably be less than it was last year,
regardless of the weather." Natu-
ral gas is a main raw material
used in the production of nitro.s
gen fertilizers.

Ano t her problem, Brown-
noted, was the recent drop in
the catch of fish from the
oceans. "Overfishing has been a
main cause of the collapse of the
anchovyw fishing off the coast of
South America," Brown re-
marked. Fish meal from the
anchovy catch had been one of
the main sources of animal feed.

There are also problems with
another main animal feed, soy-
beans. "We have not been able
to increase the yield per acre
very much," said Brown. Brown
suggested that advances in this
area could be made if the US
which has advanced agricultural
technology, and China, which
has a great variety of soybean
strains, pooled their resources.
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These albums are like candy for the crazy. "Manhole,' the solo album debut from Grace Slick,
will rock you with its spatial effects. And the new one from Hot Tuna, "The Phosphorescent Rat,'
will roll you with its blues buzzin' rhythms. "Manhole"' The solo album debut from Grace Slick.
"The Phosphorescent Rat"' Hot Tuna's first for'74. Two very special trips for one very special oc-
casion. From Grunt records and tapes.

Manufactured and Distributed by RCA Records
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Fleet, Neat
Low Cost Printing & Copying

Offset Printing. Itek New Mark III Copier
Copies That Look Like

Automatic Coliating Printing

Folding Cutting Reduction of Oversize
Saddlestitching Originals & Computer
Drilling Padaoing Printouts

GBC & Perfect Binding TransparenciesTransparencies

For Fast Pickup & Delivery
DIAL: C-O-P-Y-C-O-P

Open Evenings & Saturdays
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Food to join shortage items? iji ~GCREEK FOOD AT ITS BEST

Thle Parthenon Restaurant
A\uthcl'ntic (;Greck Rcstaurl'llt

iM(ldcst prics, supcrb I!uropc;mn wines

Variet! of iLiquors ()pcn 1 I am -'- I pm Daily
924 Mass. Ave-c in Camblridge Phone 491-9592
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i sabre team as did Chip Farley
'75, Jim Cook '75, and
Christopher Eckel '74 in epee.

The meet was particularly dis-
appointing for freshman sensa-
tion Ackerman and sabre stand-
out Park, victimized by numer-
ous bad calls, both of whom
suffered their first personal los-
ses of the season.

In contrast, the MIT junior
varsity showed a marked im-
provement over its earlier con-
test with Harvard, losing this
time by only a single bout,
14-13. Especially encouraging
were the fine performances of
Bob Liu '76, Barry Williams '75,
and Craig Johnston '77 in sabre
and David Dreyfuss '76 in foil.

Tech's final home fencing
match will be next Wednesday
against WPI.

at Lyndlon;

MIT's varsity fencing team
saw its unbeaten string of eight
come to an end last Tuesday
night, collapsing in the final nine
bouts to suffer an 18-9 loss at
Harvard.

Despite the score, the meet
was extremely close through the
first two rounds of fencing, Har-
vard up by one after nine bouts,
with MIT evening the score after
the second round at 9-9.

At this point, the roof caved
in as Harvard swept the last nine
bouts, three in each weapon, to
avenge a 15-12 MIT win earlier
in the season.

Standouts for MIT were John
Akerman '77 and Rich Riemer
'77 who each contributed two
victories in foil competition.
Cong Park '75 and Robert Shin
'77 picked up single wins for the

Ski teazm fith
MIT Fencers battle Harvard

This past weekend, the MIT
ski team finished fifth in a field
of nine schools at the Lyndon
State Carnival. After - being
moved around northern New
England in search of snow, the
alpine events were finally held
on Friday at Mt. Watatic and the
nordic events were held on Sat-
urday at Lyndonville, Vermont.

In slalom, three skiers, John
Nabelek, '74, Debbie Stein '76,
and Gary Ruff '76, scored for
the team, finishing among the
top fifteen. Drew Jaglom '74
and Marshall Fryer '77 also put
in strong runs. Plagued by sever-
al falls, the alpiners were unable
to score in the giant slalom
event.

Saturday's nordic events were
more successful despite the fact
that the tvam competed without
its number one cross-country
skier, Scott Weigle '74, also a
strong jumper. Bob Collier '74
finished fifth in ski jumping with
distances of 96 and 98 feet.
Evan Schwartz '75 finished 10th
with jumps of 86 and 90 feet.

Saturday afternoon, thie
cross-country team showed its
strength with finishes of second
and third by Steve Ryan '77 and

· Collier respectively. The second
place finish was Ryan's first

intercollegiate race; Collier's
third place showing left him tied
for first place in nordic-com-
bined points. Dennis Wetherall
'77 and Tom Gaskin'76 also ran
well, finishing in the top twenty.

The division II championships
will be held this Thursday, Fri-
day, and Saturdg$ at Norwich
University in Vermont. This
team will be skiing together in
full force for the first time this
season and is anticipating a
strong finish. The first place
team and the top five individuals
in each event will qualify to
compete in the division 1 cham-
pionships next week.

ON DECK ..... ....
Today

Basketball (W) Newton College,
home, 7:30pm
Rifle (V) Northeastern, home,
6:30pm
Skiing (V) Norwich Carnival-
Division II EISA @ Norwich
Squash (V) Army, away
Swimming (V) Wesleyanl, away

Saturday
Basketball (V) Middlebury, away
Fencing (MV) Trinity, away
Gymnastics (MV) Dartmouth,
home, 7pm
Hockey (V) Assumption, home,
7pm

By Glenn Brownstein
"Welcome to the Pit" reads a

sign outside the University of
Maine at Orono gymnasium,
commonly known as "The
Snakepit" due to its small court
(ten feet short) and extremely
enthusiastic crowds, to which
many visiting basketball squads
have become victims.

MIT was added to that ever-
increasing list of Snakepit casu-
alties Tuesday night, dropping a
disastrous 94-51 decision to the
Black Bears.

Actually, the Snakepit, while
not quite as frightening as the
name would seem to indicate, is
rather peculiar in these days of
modern 10,000 seat facilities
and composition-surfaced
courts. Basically, it is a small
tile-walled gymnasium with high-
ly sloped rows of seats and
amazing acoustics that make a
crowd of 700 (the number that
attended Tuesday's game) seem
ten times as large.

The Snakepit is a throwback
to courts of twenty and thirty
years ago, with its girdered
interior and ornate exterior, and
its dated ticket booth and pop
corn machine.

All of this, as well as the
singing of the Maine fight song

accompanied by a standing ova-
tion two minutes before each
half begins, creates a highly
charged, tense, and intimidating
atmosphere. So intimidating, in
fact, that no visiting team has
taken the floor first for the
pre-game warmup in over two
years.

MIT did not break that tradi-
tion, but broke another instead.
It was the Engineers' first loss to
Maine, ever, and quite a decisive
one at that, although at first it
seemed as though things might
be different.

Engineer coach Fran
O'Brien game plan was to play
a deliberate offense against the
run-and-shoot Black Bears. For
ten minutes the strategy worked
as MIT held the ball for a good
shot each time downcourt and
scored most of the time.

Unfortunately, MIT's unfam-
iliarity with this style of play
began to show, as the semi-stall
disintegrated after a number of
bad passes and traveling viola-
tions, turning a 10-10 tie with
ten minutes left in the half into
a 37-15 Maine lead at intermis-
sion.

The second half was mainly
one of frustration for the Engin-
eers as most of their passes and
shots failed to click. With
Maine's lead at 30 and growing,
Coach O'Brien sent in the MIT
bench to try and stem the tide, a
maneuver that worked tempor-
arily, but eventually even they
were engulfed by Maine's excel-
lent shooting and rebounding.

The final few minutes of the
_ame were very disorganized as

the Engineers, obviously out-
classed, tried everything to make
the score respectable, and failed.

High scorer in the game was
Maine's 6-6 star forward, Bob
Warner, who poured in 21
points, mostly on layups and
inside jumpers. Warner added 14
re bounds, remaining second
among New England players in
that department.

Cam Lange '76 pumped in 14
points for the Engineers, while
Peter Jackson '76 was high re-
bounder with nine.

MIT will attempt to shake off
Tuesday's crushing defeat Sat-
urday afternoon against Mliddle-
bury. The 4-16 Engineers will
then return home to face Suf-
folk at the Cage Wednesday
night at 8:15.

Harvard defeats fencers;
Streak stopped at eight
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Charmpionships are next

Mainae routs eagers inSn akepit

Army ROTC

Freshman may still enroll in the

ARMY ROTC PROGRAM
For Details, inquire at 20E-126

or call 3-4471
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